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ACA (Remarks) The system is under collapse 

Re immigration order (Remarks) I say it’s unconstitutional to ban based on 
religion. Not properly vetted. I’ve said from the 
first day that it should never apply to legal green-
card holders. “We do need to have appropriate 
vetting, and our various agencies are working 
together on that right now.” 

Is there a plan in place to protect people with 
pre-existing conditions 

Yes. Pre-existing conditions are currently covered 
and we’re committed to maintaining that. We 
also want to have more “patient centered care” 
where you have more control. Should have 
happened long ago. 

Why has the ACA not been repealed yet. 
Currently I would have to purchase a plan that 
will cost $15,000 in premiums and deductibles, 
yet my income tax is subsidizing other peoples’ 
health care. If you really meant to replace it, why 
isn’t there already a better plan in place? 

We hear from people that insurance has become 
unaffordable, but also being faced with a fine. 
We don’t want to remove until we have a 
replacement. We’re not going to have one giant 
bill, we want to do a step-by-step replacement, 
as quickly as possible. Committee is working on 
that. We are looking at allowing purchases across 
state lines, small business pooling, more choice in 
type of plan. 6 million people are paying fines 
because they can’t afford the current plans. 

Where do you stand on the Muslim ban? I’ve been saying consistently that we shouldn’t 
have any type of ban based on religion. The day 
after the ban (on Saturday) I put out a statement 
saying that it was done inappropriately, and 
should’ve been more consistent with the 
previous bi-partisan bill that 47 dems voted for 
that addressed appropriate vetting. On Sunday I 
was at an ADAMS center event to address the 
community there and let them know my thoughts 
on this and let everyone know to contact my 
office to get help from constituent services. We 
were able to assist one family. I’ve spoken to a 
University President to see if there are any 
impacted students as well. Now the EO is in the 
courts for judicial review. 

How to you propose to pay for all the things 
you’ve mentioned in terms of healthcare? 

By making this reform more “patient centered” 
with less Washington bureaucracy and with tort 
reform and wellness incentive programs. We 
want to help businesses provide wellness 
incentives like gym memberships and smoking 
cessation programs. Medical innovations will also 
help us cut costs – like diabetes. In my lifetime, 
we can cure diabetes or at least get more 
effective treatment. Medicare costs are driven by 
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diabetes and Alzheimer’s. We’d be able to save 
millions and improve the quality of life. We’re 
trying to inform women about heart disease and 
inform everyone of cancer. Every month I’m 
hearing from people who are working for better 
cures. Our tech community in va10 is very 
engaged and we need partnerships and leverage 
with them to save millions and improve 
healthcare. Allowing people have their own 
choice of plan and HSA will be more effective. 
The ACA has shifted millions from Medicare, and 
we want to shift it back. Innovation and more 
patient choice and control. 

Bill introduced on Feb 3rd. to eliminate the EPA. 
Referred to your committee. What is your 
position on this? 

I oppose that bill and don’t think anything like 
that will be getting out of our committee. Not too 
many co-sponsors on that bill and haven’t seen 
any support from colleagues on that. When a bill 
like that is introduced it gets a lot of attention, 
even when it doesn’t have a lot of support in 
Congress. I’ve also gotten a lot of calls about a bill 
to abolish the Dept. of Ed – also just not going to 
happen. Most of our Education and money is 
controlled on the state and local level, which I 
support, coming from a family of educators, this 
fed. Bill is not going to happen. We have one of 
the best school districts in the country. We’re 
excited about TJ high school and others 
throughout va10. My husband is/was in FCPS, 
and that’s where we’re going to get 21st century 
jobs – from this great education. 

I keep hearing the word “repeal” I understand 
there are bad parts and good parts (mentioned 
by previous callers). It’s a program that’s good 
but not perfect. Is the GOP trying to repeal 
because it’s from Obama, or because they 
actually have a plan? 

Much of it needs to be undone in the long-term. 
Preexisting and portability need to be kept, 
affordable and various deductibles need to be 
available. We have Medicaid, exchange with 
subsidy, but there’s a lot of people who can’t 
afford the current plan and don’t need everything 
in the current plan. Tax free HSA and flexible 
plans based on life-situations (maternity, well-
baby) are needed. We want to have a transition 
period so that people aren’t left in the lurch. By 
the time we get a new plan in place, it might be 
in the next year, and we don’t want to disrupt 
people’s plans. We want to do things piece-by-
piece. 

Heroin and opiate addiction. Is congress doing 
anything to combat this problem 

We have money to deal with this huge problem 
in our area as well as all across the country. It’s 
everywhere. This has been a top priority for me. 
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It needs comprehensive addiction and help for 
recovery. We have provided money for this in the 
pipeline, and also for mental health issues that 
may also be present. Trying to get people out of 
the jail system and into recovery. We’ve worked 
with the state of VA to get Narcan shots available 
for emergency OD rescue. Sherriff in Loudon set 
up a heroin response team with service addiction 
and recovery. Also the faith community. I’ve 
participated in faith forums where churches are 
interested in helping. Protection and coverage of 
pre-existing conditions in health care is 
important. NIH is working on developing a non-
addictive opioid for people with chronic pain who 
need painkillers. Research on non-addictive 
opioids continues, and would be a game-changer. 
Some people afraid of becoming addicted may 
actual delay having surgery because they’re so 
afraid. Or they DO have the surgery and then find 
themselves addicted to pain pills which then 
moves on to heroin addiction. We can’t afford 
not to do this and will save a lot of lives and 
families if the whole community comes together 
to work on this. 

My concern is that the GOP are supporting a clear 
mandate that people can’t be denied health care 
for conditions. Haven’t heard anything about 
caps. I applaud you looking at preventive care. 
How do you address taking care of the 
environment to help save $$ on illnesses related 
to public health and safety 

There are gaps of people who aren’t in the 
system. Can’t afford the ACA, but don’t qualify 
for the subsidies. It hurts small businesses. We 
want to provide more flexibility for that. Health 
insurance is like car insurance. When you’re 
having a catastrophe, that’s when you really want 
it. You need to be able to take your plan. Go to 
my or Paul Ryan’s site and you’ll see bipartisan 
commitment for that. We have a bipartisan group 
of members who meet to discuss these issues. 
You’re going to see bipartisan support, like on the 
medical device tax (don’t want to tax, rather 
want to incentivize – get rid of the tax). As we go 
through and discuss this plan issue by issue, 
carefully. Doctors are seeing people put off care 
because of the high cost deductibles of the 
current plans. Coughs turn into pneumonia. We 
want to get it back on track, like with HSA, 
instead of FSA, so there isn’t a big run on doctors 
every December before people lose their annual 
FSA remainders. I’ve introduced with Connolly 
co-sponsor making birth control over the counter 
to make it cheaper and easier to obtain. Also 
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increasing the support for community health 
centers especially for lower income populations 
who need one-stop shopping type care, like 
vaccines, WIC, counseling, birth control. Those 
centers have been hugely successful. Many 
doctors are volunteering in centers like that. 
There are many ways that the community can 
come together. States should figure out what 
works best for their communities. Such as the 
need for bilingual practitioners. 

The real facts: 85 percent in the market get 
subsidies. (Comstock agrees with that). About 
75% of those people pay less than $100 per 
month. Trump has said that Xtians have been 
treated unfairly. But 50% of last years’ refugees 
were xtian. I want the real facts put out there by 
you. 

The bill I was talking about was voted on in the 
House at the end of 2015 would provide 
additional vetting by multiple fed agencies 
because they told us that ISIS and war-torn 
situations in Syria, they were trying to infiltrate 
and we didn’t want the refugee program 
exploited by them. And ISIS is killing Muslims 
more than anyone else. People of all religions are 
being victimized. I support being able to help 
refugees be safe in the region, be able to remain 
in the region while we get ISIS out of there. 47 
democrats supported the bipartisan bill. The 
Obama admin asked Dems to come out against 
this bill, but 47 Dems refused to do that. We 
didn’t include permanent legal residents and 
green-card holders and not include people 
who’ve assisted the U.S. I very much support 
helping people from any persecuted minority 
though there are limits on what we can do here. 
The Vietnamese community here in VA 10 are 
also concerned about what’s happening. The 1st 
amendment is so important here. 

I’m a federal employee working long hours and 
devoted to my job because it’s the defense dept. 
I’m disheartened by the language and tone of 
GOP leaders, calling the fed work force a “corrupt 
bureaucracy,” which is very troubling. 
Disappointed that you voted for the Holman Rule 
which allows salary slashing by Congress of any 
fed. Employee. Why did you vote for that? 

I don’t agree with my colleagues on that 
characterization. I’ve been a fed employee 
myself, and have seen people working long hours 
and not being paid at private industry wage 
levels. I support increasing federal pay. 
Supported bill with Rep. Maloney to support 
paid-leave in order to attract a high-skilled 
workforce (need to be competitive). I opposed 
Holman in committee. Have been working with 
colleagues in appropriations and they oppose this 
rule and are working to prevent the rule from 
being abused. It’s only temporary – for one year. 
I’m going to actively work with my committee 
members to remember 85% of the fed work force 
are outside the DC region. We have people all 
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over the country and they’re seasoned 
professionals and need to be/are part of the 
solution, if we work with them and have them 
help us, rather than engaging in inappropriate 
name calling. I didn’t support the fed hiring raise 
and was glad it didn’t apply to the military. I think 
more exceptions within other agencies will 
continue to be introduced. I’ve worked on these 
issues for a long time. 

I think I’ve heard you say that you are for getting 
rid of the ACA one provision at a time  

We have a process set up so that we can replace 
and repair so people can transition to it. Buying 
coverage across state lines, as individuals or as 
employers. Also take care of people who are 
currently in the system.  Trying to find a system 
that works for everybody. Piecemeal. Some 
states only have one plan because insurance 
companies are dropping out. It’s shrunk and we 
need to reverse that. It needs a portable 
affordable deductible system with flexibility. It 
would not be correct to say we are repealing 
before replacing. Look at the committee 
websites. It’s about repairing the system. 
“Obamacare” made things more complicated and 
costly and we want to provide solutions that help 
everybody and transition into a system where 
everyone has more choice. CHIP program (child 
health) we’re maintain that and funding for that 
and community centers has been increased. 
Subsidies for those who can’t afford it – we want 
to get unemployed, subsidized people getting 
trained, back to work. Get the economy better, 
and then you’ll have choice to get a plan from an 
employer or buy one individually. And give 
employers and states/localities to have more 
choice about what’s more affordable for their 
particular situations. I don’t want anyone to face 
illness or catastrophes without having health 
insurance. It’s unfortunate that Medicare doesn’t 
allow some procedures that doctors want their 
patients to have. Getting permission from some 
big system when we could be getting the best 
cures and treatments to people is what we need. 

 We’ve had over 6,000 people on the call tonight. 
I’m glad we were able to address some of these 
issues tonight. Please visit my website for more 
info, or to make an appointment to talk with my 
staff. We need to have this kind of civilized 
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discourse. I appreciate everyone’s passion, even 
if we don’t all agree on the analyses or solutions. 

 


